Before treatment delivery of respiratory-gated radiation therapy (RT) in patients with implanted fiducials, both the patient position and the gating window thresholds must be set. In linac-based RT, this is currently done manually and setup accuracy will therefore be dependent on the skill of the user. In this study, we present an automatic method for finding the patient position and the gating window thresholds. Our method uses sequentially acquired anterior-posterior (AP) and lateral fluoroscopic imaging with simultaneous breathing amplitude monitoring and intends to reach 100% gating accuracy while keeping the duty cycle as high as possible. We retrospectively compared clinically used setups to the automatic setups by our method in five pancreatic cancer patients treated with hypofractionated RT. In 15 investigated fractions, the average (AEstandard deviation) differences between the clinical and automatic setups were À0.4 AE 0.8 mm, À1.0 AE 1.1 mm, and 1.8 AE 1.3 mm in the left-right (LR), the AP, and the superior-inferior (SI) direction, respectively. For the clinical setups, typical interfractional setup variations were 1-2 mm in the LR and AP directions, and 2-3 mm in the SI direction. Using the automatic method, the duty cycle could be improved in six fractions, in four fractions the duty cycle had to be lowered to improve gating accuracy, and in five fractions both duty cycle and gating accuracy could be improved. Our automatic method has the potential to increase accuracy and decrease user dependence of setup for patients with implanted fiducials treated with respiratory-gated RT. After fluoroscopic image acquisition, the calculated patient shifts and gating window thresholds are calculated in 1-2 s. The method gives the user the possibility to evaluate the effect of different patient positions and gating window thresholds on gating accuracy and duty cycle. If deemed necessary, it can be used at any time during treatment delivery. 
| INTRODUCTION
Fiducial markers are commonly used in respiratory-gated stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) of pancreatic cancer [1] [2] [3] [4] to assist in the visualization of the treatment area. SBRT of the pancreas needs a very accurate patient setup because small margins are used around the target to minimize dose and toxicity to surrounding organs at risk (OARs) such as the duodenum. Fiducials are used together with monitoring of patient breathing during patient setup and treatment. 5 In gated treatments, proper setup of the patient requires that not only patient's position but also the gating window thresholds agree with the treatment plan. Different commercial treatment systems use various motion management methods for patient setup and/or intrafractional position monitoring. [6] [7] [8] [9] However, current linear accelerators do not have the functionality to perform automatic setup of the patients and gating window based on fiducials, and rather rely on a manual patient setup. 10 SBRT treatments, therefore, could benefit from the assistance of automatic, user-independent methods.
Cone-beam CT (CBCT) and fluoroscopic images are frequently used in image-guided RT of pancreatic cancer to position the patient prior to treatment delivery. CBCT provides good soft-tissue contrast, but is acquired throughout several breathing cycles, and is thus affected by the whole respiratory-induced motion range. The resulting images, including fiducials, the tumor, and healthy organs, will therefore be blurred and difficult to use for patient positioning. 11 Fluoroscopic images, frequently acquired after CBCT to verify or further refine setup, offer, on the other hand, high-resolution, real-time image information of the fiducials' positions. A human observer (therapist, medical physicist, radiation oncologist) visually compares the acquired fluoroscopic images (the fiducials in real time moving throughout the respiratory cycle) with reference images from the treatment planning system, and decides how the patient should be positioned. The high temporal resolution and high contrast of fiducials on x-ray images assist in making this decision. Due to the fiducials' high intensity in the fluoroscopic images, they can be automatically detected [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and have the potential to be automatically matched to the reference image. 10 During respiratory-gated RT, a breathing signal is typically acquired by externally measuring the anterior-posterior (AP) position of the chest or the abdomen. Assuming that the relationship between the internal position of the tumor and the external breathing signal does not change during the treatment fraction, the latter can then be used to identify when the tumor is at the correct position for treatment, that is, within the gating window. 5 During setup, both the fiducials and the breathing signal need to be observed in order to set the patient position and the gating window thresholds.
Due to a lack of both built-in functionality and a scarcity of suggested methods that are applicable to most conventional linear accelerators, this process is currently done manually by the user, and the patient setup and corresponding treatment delivery accuracy are therefore user dependent. are quicker and simpler to acquire. In this study, we present a userindependent automatic method of simultaneously finding an optimized patient position and gating window thresholds in patients with implanted fiducial markers for pancreatic treatments treated on a linear accelerator with a single kV imager. This is the first study to the best of our knowledge that presents such a method for conventional linear accelerators. The method is based on sequentially acquired fluoroscopic images in the lateral and AP directions, which are easily and quickly acquired when deemed necessary. We retrospectively compared clinically used setups to the automatic setups by our method in a group of pancreatic cancer patients.
| METHODS

2.A | Diagnostic imaging and fiducial contouring
We acquired data from five pancreatic cancer patients treated with Using the CT 3070av , CT 3070min , and CT 3070MIP images as well as additional PET imaging, an internal target volume (ITV) was contoured in the TPS. The planning target volume (PTV) was created from the ITV using an isotropic 3-mm margin. We contoured the fiducials on the CT 3070MIP images, and in some cases added an isotropic 1-mm margin. The fiducial contours were then copied onto the CT 3070av to include them in the plan. AP and lateral digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) containing the projected fiducial contours were calculated to assist in patient setup and were also exported for analysis. . The source-axis-distance (SAD) was 1000 mm.
2.C | Fiducial tracking
The fluoroscopic images and the RPM data were imported in Matlab (version 2014b, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) for analysis. In order to develop the automatic setup procedure, the position and motion of the fiducials during the breathing cycle and the gating window is needed. The method of template matching was used for fiducial tracking. 18 For each fiducial, we manually created one rectangular template shape for lateral imaging and one rectangular template shape for AP imaging using the first lateral and the first AP image from the first fraction. Each template shape contained one fiducial with a surrounding margin of a few pixels where the center of the template corresponded to the center of the fiducial. For each following fraction, the center pixel of each fiducial was found in the first AP and lateral fluoroscopic images. To create the fraction-specific fiducial templates, we then matched these fiducial centers to the center of the template shapes and extracted the corresponding pixels from the fluoroscopic image.
To automatically find the fiducial center in a fluoroscopic image, we used the fiducial center for the preceding image to create a search region ten pixels larger than the template in all directions.
To find how much the fiducials had moved between images, the fiducial templates and the search regions were evaluated by the normalized cross-correlation 19 as implemented by normxcorr2 in Matlab. The tracked positions were visually inspected in all sequences.
2.D | Estimation of in-room fiducial positions
By using the projected fiducial positions on the fluoroscopic images acquired at SDD, our method will calculate how much the patient needs to be shifted to reach the optimized position. However, to accurately convert the projected fiducial positions into patient shifts, we need to take the divergence of the x-ray beam between the fiducials and the detector into account. 20 Then, we iteratively used eqs. (1) and (2) to improve the estimates until the differences between two iterations both were below 0.1 mm. This approach is numerically wellbehaved and converges after two to three iterations.
Since we acquire the AP and lateral fluoroscopic image series sequentially and the fiducials are moving with respiration, we cannot pair up images to make this estimation for every fiducial position.
Instead, we estimated one representative AP room and one representative LR room per fiducial using the mid-range fiducial LR detector and AP detector positions.
2.E | Proposed method for automatic patient positioning and gating window setting
The general idea behind the method is to compare the tracked fidu- •
Step I: Superior-inferior patient shift
For each fiducial f, the difference between its overall most superior extent and the superior border of its projected contour on the DRR, dSI detector , was calculated for both AP and lateral imaging, as shown in Fig. 1 , and converted to its in-room differences according to
where the subscripts AP and LAT denote imaging direction. The optimized SI patient shift dSI is given by the smallest of dSI room . This shift is conservative in the sense that we do not allow any part of any fiducial to be more superiorly located than its projected contour.
•
Step II: Lower and upper gating window thresholds
Taking dSI from
Step I into account, we found the largest breathing amplitude for which no fiducial is more inferiorly positioned than the inferior border on its corresponding projected contour (Fig. 2) .
That breathing amplitude was set as the upper gating window threshold.
The lower gating window threshold is set as the overall smallest observed breathing amplitude. In a situation when the patient starts exhaling more deeply, this will prevent a beam on situation with fiducials located more superiorly than their projected contours.
Step III: Left-right and anterior-posterior patient shifts
Using only the fiducial positions from the N 1 AP images within the gating window and taking dSI from Step I into account, we calculated the LR patient shift dLR according to
where M 1 is the number of considered fiducials, C LR (f, I) is the LR position for the center of fiducial f on image I, L(f, I) and R(f, I) are the left-hand side and right-hand side borders of the projected fiducial contours for the same SI position as C LR (f, I), respectively, as shown in Fig. 3 . The dLR shift will center the considered fiducial positions within the projected contours in the LR direction.
The optimized AP patient position is found in an analogous way using the laterally acquired images. Using only fiducial positions from the N 2 images within the gating window and taking dSI from Step I into account, we calculated the AP patient shift dAP according to
where M 2 is the number of considered fiducials, C AP (f, I) is the AP position for the center of fiducial f on image I, A(f, I) and P(f, I) are the anterior and posterior borders of the projected fiducial contours for the same SI position as CAP(f, I), respectively (Fig. 3) . The shift dAP will center the considered fiducial positions within the projected contours in the AP direction.
The patient can now be shifted to the optimized position by moving the treatment table. Changing the vertical table position
(dAP) will affect the position of the RPM marker box and the RPM signal and the gating window thresholds would need to be changed accordingly.
2.F | Assessment of patient setup
One of the assumptions behind using an external surrogate for respiratory gating is that the relationship between the external breathing signal and the tumor position is the same throughout the fraction. Since the SI fiducial positions are found at all imaging angles, the consistency of the RPM-fiducial relationship during setup can be evaluated. Taking the estimated LR room and AP room into account, we quantified the relationship change by the distance between the best linear fits at 25% of the shared breathing signal range as shown in Fig. 4 . The 25% level was chosen since it in our case of 30%-70% gating would correspond to fiducial positions at or close to the center of its projected contour and thus gives equal weight to the superior and inferior borders. If several fiducials were considered, we defined the relationship change as the average change.
To assess gating accuracy, we classified a fiducial position as accurately gated if at least 75% of the fiducial was inside its projected contour. 11, 21 The gating accuracy was then calculated as the percentage of accurate positions within the gating window averaged
The tracked fiducial positions and projected fiducial contours on the DRRs (blue, red, and green). The differences between the overall most superior fiducial extents and the superior border of the projected contours (dSI detector ) are shown as white arrows.
| 77 over all considered fiducials and both sequences. The duty cycle was defined as the percentage of time the breathing signal was within the gating window. We calculated the clinically used gating window thresholds from the recorded breathing amplitude and corresponding gating signal data (beam on/beam off).
We retrospectively compared the clinically used setups to the setups by our automatic method. Treatments were delivered in five fractions for all patients and five patients were available for analysis.
In 15 of the 25 delivered fractions, we had imaging data for at least one breathing cycle for both sequences. The rest of the fractions were removed from the study. The number of implanted fiducials was two (n = 1), three (n = 3), or four (n = 1). For the patient with four implanted fiducials, two were not used for patient setup, and were therefore excluded from the analysis. 
| RESULTS
The average (AEstandard deviation, SD) relationship change between the breathing signal and the fiducial SI position for the lateral and AP projections was 0.6 AE 0.7 mm. In one case, the relationship change was larger than 2 mm (2.4 mm). compared to 99.7% AE 0.9% for the automatic setups. In four fractions, the duty cycle had to be lowered to achieve this improvement;
in six fractions with gating accuracy >95% for the clinical setups, accuracy could be maintained with increased duty cycles (27 AE 14 percentage points); and in five fractions, the gating accuracy and the duty cycle could be simultaneously improved.
| DISCUSSION
In this study, we presented an automatic method for finding an opti- showed that the automatic method has the potential to decrease the interfractional setup variation as well as to increase the gating accuracy and the duty cycle.
We chose to create a method where the primary goal was to achieve 100% gating accuracy while at the same time maximizing the duty cycle. As shown by the 29%-56% duty cycle variation for patient 5 in the upper right-hand panel of Fig. 6 , there is no guarantee that the breathing pattern during a setup matches the breathing pattern at 4DCT acquisition, and it is therefore of limited interest to aim for a specific duty cycle value. The method uses the same AP and lateral fluoroscopic imaging as our clinical protocol and once the images have been acquired, the time required to track the fiducials and calculate the optimized setup is about 1-2 s on a standard PC.
If the resulting automatic setup is considered nonsatisfactory, the collected data can be used to evaluate different patient shifts and gating window settings without the need for additional imaging. In our clinical protocol, fluoroscopic imaging is the final setup step after initial kV/kV and CBCT positioning, and incorrect patient rotations can be expected to be small at this point. Therefore, the method does not consider rotations when finding the optimized patient position. Rotations are, however, possible to visually evaluate using the is not possible. 20, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] However, to be able to accurately calculate patient 3D shifts, x-ray beam divergence still must be taken into account. This means that for AP imaging we need to know the LR fiducial position (and vice versa). We used eqs. (1) and (2) general tracking algorithms aiming to find the fiducials at any imaging angle, our method only requires them to be tracked in the lateral and AP projections. Although cylindrical fiducials were used to evaluate the method in this study; the method itself allows for fiducials of any size and shape as long as they can be accurately tracked. A clinical implementation would also ideally require little or no user intervention other than review and approval. Specifically, if template matching-based fiducial tracking is used, the creation of the templates needs to be considered. To automatically create fiducial templates, Regmi et al. used pretreatment CT data while Wan et al.
used the setup CBCT. 11, 14 In the current software implementation of our method, fiducial template shapes are defined at the first fraction in a process that takes a few seconds per fiducial. These template shapes are then used for all subsequent fractions. Although we did not observe problems with the fiducial placement or tracking in this study, for the clinical implementation, we envision that implanted fiducials should be placed in different SI locations to ensure proper visibility of all of them in the fluoroscopic images, and that the radiation oncology team would always verify patient setup prior to treatment, ensuring the correct functioning of the algorithm, including cases of fiducial migration.
| CONCLUSION
In conclusion, our proposed method uses sequentially acquired fluo- Having access to an automatic method to assist in setting the patient position and gating window thresholds could increase treatment delivery accuracy.
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